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Governing Animals
Animal Welfare and the Liberal State
OUP USA Governing Animals explores the role of the liberal state in protecting animal welfare. Examining liberal concepts such as the social contract, property rights, and representation, Kimberly K.
Smith argues that liberalism properly understood can recognize the moral status and social meaning of animals and provides guidance in fashioning animal policy.

Governing Animals
Animal Welfare and the Liberal State
'Governing Animals' explores the role of the liberal state in protecting animal welfare. Examining liberal concepts such as the social contract and representation, Smith argues that liberalism properly
understood can recognize the moral status and social meaning of animals and provides guidance in fashioning animal policy.

Animal Visibility and Equality in Liberal Democratic States
A Study Into Animal Ethics and the Nature of Bias in Animal Protection Regulation
Governing Animals
Animal Welfare and the Liberal State
Oxford University Press What is the role of government in protecting animal welfare? What principles should policy makers draw on as they try to balance animal welfare against human liberty? Much
has been written in recent years on our moral duties towards animals, but scholars and activists alike have neglected the important question of how far the state may go to enforce those duties. Kimberly
K. Smith ﬁlls that gap by exploring how liberal political principles apply to animal welfare policy. Focusing on animal welfare in the United States, Governing Animals begins with an account of the historical
relationship between animals and the development of the American liberal welfare state. It then turns to the central theoretical argument: Some animals (most prominently pets and livestock) may be
considered members of the liberal social contract. That conclusion justiﬁes limited state intervention to defend their welfare - even when such intervention may harm human citizens. Taking the analysis
further, the study examines whether citizens may enjoy property rights in animals, what those rights entail, how animals may be represented in our political and legal institutions, and what strategies for
reform are most compatible with liberal principles. The book takes up several policy issues along the way, from public funding of animal rescue operations to the ethics of livestock production, animal
sacriﬁce, and animal ﬁghting. Beyond even these speciﬁc policy questions, this book asks what sort of liberalism is suitable for the challenges of the twenty-ﬁrst century. Smith argues that investigating
the political morality of our treatment of animals gives us insight into how to design practices and institutions that protect the most vulnerable members of our society, thus making of our shared world a
more ﬁtting home for both humans and the nonhumans to which we are so deeply connected.

Critical Animal Studies
Towards Trans-species Social Justice
Rowman & Littleﬁeld This volume oﬀers an important contribution to the ﬁeld of Critical Animal Studies. It charts new territory by showcasing recent research, key debates and emerging trends and
features an international and transdisciplinary team of academics and activists. Ideal for advanced-level students in Critical Animal Studies and the wider Social Sciences.

The Open Society and Its Animals
Springer Nature This book is an interdisciplinary study centred on the political and legal position of animals in liberal democracies. With due concern for both animals and the sustainability of liberal
democracies, The Open Society and Its Animals seeks to redeﬁne animals’ political-legal position in the most successful political model of our time. Advancements in modern science point out that many
animals are sentient and that, like humans, they have certain elementary interests. The revised perception of animals as beings with elementary interests raises questions concerning the liberal
democratic institutional framework: does a liberal democracy have a responsibility towards the animals on its territory, and if so, what kind? Do animals need legal animal rights and lawyers to represent
them in court, and should they also be represented in parliament? And how much change of this kind could a liberal democracy really endure? Vink addresses these and other pressing questions relating to
the political and legal position of animals in this persuasive and authoritative work, compelling us to reconsider the relationship between the open society and the animals in it.

The Political Turn in Animal Ethics
Rowman & Littleﬁeld This edited collection of original essays focuses on the political dimension of the debate about our treatment of nonhuman animals.

Animals, Political Liberalism and Public Reason
Springer Nature This book explores the problem of disagreement concerning the treatment of animals in a liberal society. Current laws include an unprecedented concern for animal welfare, yet
disagreement remains pervasive. This issue has so far been neglected both in political philosophy and animal ethics. Although starting from disagreement has been the hallmark of many politically liberal
theories, none have been devoted to the treatment of animals, and conversely, most theories in animal ethics do not take the disagreement on this issue seriously. Bridging this divide with a change of
perspective, Zuolo argues that we should begin from the disagreement on the moral status of animals and the treatment we owe them. Reconstructing the epistemic nature of disagreement about
animals, Zuolo proposes a novel form of public justiﬁcation to ﬁnd principles acceptable to all. By setting out a uniﬁed framework which honours the liberal principles of respect for diversity, a robust liberal
political theory capable of dealing with diverse forms of disagreement, and even some forms of radical dissent, is achieved.

Statebuilding from the Margins
Between Reconstruction and the New Deal
University of Pennsylvania Press The period between the Civil War and the New Deal was particularly rich and formative for political development. Beyond the sweeping changes and national reforms
for which the era is known, Statebuilding from the Margins examines often-overlooked cases of political engagement that expanded the capacities and agendas of the developing American state. With
particular attention to gendered, classed, and racialized dimensions of civic action, the chapters explore points in history where the boundaries between public and private spheres shifted, including the
legal formulation of black citizenship and monogamy in the postbellum years; the racial politics of Georgia's adoption of prohibition; the rise of public waste management; the incorporation of domestic
animal and wildlife management into the welfare state; the creation of public juvenile courts; and the involvement of women's groups in the creation of U.S. housing policy. In many of these cases, private
citizens or organizations initiated political action by framing their concerns as problems in which the state should take direct interest to beneﬁt and improve society. Statebuilding from the Margins depicts
a republic in progress, accruing policy agendas and the institutional ability to carry them out in a nonlinear fashion, often prompted and powered by the creative techniques of policy entrepreneurs and
organizations that worked alongside and outside formal boundaries to get results. These Progressive Era initiatives established models for the way states could create, intervene in, and regulate new policy
areas—innovations that remain relevant for growth and change in contemporary American governance. Contributors: James Greer, Carol Nackenoﬀ, Julie Novkov, Susan Pearson, Kimberly Smith, Marek D.
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Steedman, Patricia Strach, Kathleen Sullivan, Ann-Marie Szymanski.

Animals, Equality and Democracy
Springer Animals, Equality and Democracy examines the structure of animal protection legislation and ﬁnds that it is deeply inequitable, with a tendency to favour those animals the community is most
likely to see and engage with. Siobhan O'Sullivan argues that these inequities violate fundamental principle of justice and transparency.

Animal Neopragmatism
From Welfare to Rights
Springer This book aﬀords a neopragmatic theory of animal ethics, taking its lead from American Pragmatism to place language at the centre of philosophical analysis. Following a method traceable to
Dewey, Wittgenstein and Rorty, Hadley argues that many enduring puzzles about human interactions with animals can be ‘dissolved’ by understanding why people use terms like dignity, respect,
naturalness, and inherent value. Hadley shifts the debate about animal welfare and rights from its current focus upon contentious claims about value and animal mindedness, to the vocabulary people use
to express their concern for the suﬀering and lives of animals. With its emphasis on public concern for animals, animal neopragmatism is a uniquely progressive and democratic theory of animal ethics.

Pet Politics
The Political and Legal Lives of Cats, Dogs, and Horses in Canada and the United
States
Purdue University Press Although scholars in the disciplines of law, psychology, philosophy, and sociology have published a considerable number of prescriptive, normative, and theoretical studies of
animals in society, Pet Politics presents the ﬁrst study of the development of companion animal or pet law and policy in Canada and the United States by political scientists. The authors examine how
people and governments classify three species of pets or companion animals-cats, dogs, and horses-for various degrees of legal protection. They then detail how interest groups shape the agenda for
companion animal legislation and regulation, and the legislative and administrative formulation of anticruelty, kennel licensing, horse slaughter, feral and roaming cat, and breed ban policies. Finally, they
examine the enforcement of these laws and policies by agencies and the courts. Using an eclectic mix of original empirical data, original case studies, and interviews-and relying on general theories and
research about the policy process and the sociopolitical function of legality-the authors illustrate that pet policy is a unique ﬁeld of political struggle, a conﬂict that originates from diﬀering perspectives
about whether pets are property or autonomous beings, and clashing norms about the care of animals. The result of the political struggle, the authors argue, is diﬃculty in the enactment of policies and
especially in the implementation and enforcement of laws that might improve the welfare of companion animals.

The Commodiﬁcation of Farm Animals
Springer Nature This book examines how the developments in veterinary science, philosophy, economics and law converged during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to entrench farm
animals along a commodiﬁcation pathway. It covers two neglected areas of study; the importance of international veterinary conferences to domestic regimes and the inﬂuence of early global treaties that
dealt with animal health on domestic quarantine measures. The author concludes by arguing that society needs to reconsider its understanding and the place of the welfare paradigm in animal production
systems. As it presently stands, this paradigm can be used to justify almost any self-serving reason to abrogate ethical principles. The topic of this book will appeal to a wide readership; not only scholars,
students and educators but also people involved in animal production, interested parties and experts in the animal welfare and animal rights sector, as well as policy-makers and regulators, who will ﬁnd
this work informative and thought-provoking.

The Political Lives of Victorian Animals
Liberal Creatures in Literature and Culture
Cambridge University Press Examines how liberal thought inﬂuenced representations of animals within nineteenth-century animal welfare discourse and the Victorian novel.

Philosophy and the Politics of Animal Liberation
Springer This edited collection testiﬁes to the fact that the animal liberation movement is now entering its political phase, after a period dominated by ethical approaches that undermined the paradigm
of human supremacy and demanded justice for nonhuman beings. The contributors of this book collectively confront and take on questions of social transformation, guided by the idea that philosophy has
an important role to play even at such a new level. They start from such diverse perspectives as critical theory, left liberalism, and biopolitical thought. The result is an articulated picture in which, beyond
any principled divergence, it is possible to detect the emergence of a relevant set of shared political preoccupations. This exploration of those oﬀers fresh theoretical insights and suggestions for praxis.

Increasing Legal Rights for Zoo Animals
Justice on the Ark
Lexington Books We are on the precipice of momentous legal changes for animals that may soon give some of them rights of personhood and citizenship. Companion animals in particular are gaining
rights to public representation in government, access to housing, inheritance, and increased protection through the criminal justice system. Nonhuman primates used as research subjects are also gaining
limited rights of personhood in some countries. This book examines how zoo animals could beneﬁt from that revolution as well. Reviewing zoo law and politics in the United States, New Zealand, and
Southeast Asia, scholars and zoo directors grapple with how the current law in those regions of the world impacts zoo animals and how it could be changed to serve them better. They discuss the ways in
which zoo animals could beneﬁt from some re-worked companion animal law in the United States; the challenges of reintroductions and their legal barriers; how we can extend ideas of human research
subject rights to zoo animal research; the stark problems of too few animal welfare laws in South East Asia; the need for a central governing body focused solely on exotic captive animals in New Zealand;
and the need for stricter laws preventing the exotic pet problem that is increasingly aﬀecting both zoos and sanctuaries. The book starts a dialogue that moves the scholarship about zoos beyond a
general discussion of ethics to a concrete dialogue and set of suggestions about how to extend legal rights to this group of animals.

Sentientist Politics
A Theory of Global Inter-Species Justice
Oxford University Press, USA There is now widespread agreement that many non-human animals are sentient, and that this fact has important moral and political implications. Indeed, most are in
agreement that animal sentience ought to constrain the actions of political institutions, limiting the harms that can be perpetrated against animals. The primary aim of this book is to show that the political
implications of animal sentience go even further than this. For this book argues that sentience establishes a moral equality and a shared set of rights amongst those creatures who possess it. Crucially, this
worth and these rights create a duty on moral agents to establish and maintain a political order dedicated to their interests. This book is devoted to sketching what this 'sentientist politics' might look like.
It argues in favour of a ' sentientist cosmopolitan democracy': a global political system made up of overlapping local, national, regional and global communities comprised of human and non-human
members who exist within shared 'communities of fate'. Furthermore, the institutions of those communities should be democratic - that is to say, participative, deliberative and representative. Finally,
those institutions should include dedicated representatives of non-human animals whose job should be to translate the interests of animals into deliberations over what is in the public good for their
communities.

The Routledge Handbook of Animal Ethics
Routledge There isn’t one conversation about animal ethics. Instead, there are several important ones that are scattered across many disciplines.This volume both surveys the ﬁeld of animal ethics and
draws professional philosophers, graduate students, and undergraduates more deeply into the discussions that are happening outside of philosophy departments. To that end, the volume contains more
nonphilosophers than philosophers, explicitly inviting scholars from other ﬁelds—such as animal science, ecology, economics, psychology, law, environmental science, and applied biology, among
others—to bring their own disciplinary resources to bear on matters that aﬀect animals. The Routledge Handbook of Animal Ethics is composed of 44 chapters, all appearing in print here for the ﬁrst time,
and organized into the following six sections: I. Thinking About Animals II. Animal Agriculture and Hunting III. Animal Research and Genetic Engineering IV. Companion Animals V. Wild Animals:
Conservation, Management, and Ethics VI. Animal Activism The chapters are brief, and they have been written in a way that is accessible to serious undergraduate students, regardless of their ﬁeld of
study. The volume covers everything from animal cognition to the state of current ﬁsheries, from genetic modiﬁcation to intersection animal activism. It is a resource designed for anyone interested in the
moral issues that emerge from human interactions with animals.
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Animals, Politics and Morality
Second Edition
Manchester University Press This is an extensively re-written second edition of a well regarded and much cited text on the issue of animal protection. It remains the only text to combine an
examination of the philosophy and politics of the issue. Its central argument is that the philosophical debate is central to an understanding and evaluation of the substantive issues involving animals and
the nature of the movement for change. The book has been thoroughly revised to include major theoretical and empirical developments. Speciﬁcally, the "second generation" of animal ethics literature is
examined in detail, and attention is paid to the campaigns and public controversy over the export of live animals and the use of animals in research, the impact of genetic engineering on the welfare of
animals and the latest developments in the controversy over hunting.

Critical Animal Studies and Social Justice
Critical Theory, Dismantling Speciesism, and Total Liberation
Rowman & Littleﬁeld An essential read for activists, community organizers, and justice scholars Critical Animal Studies and Social Justice: Critical Theory, Dismantling Speciesism, and Total Liberation is
a collection that combines scholarship and activism in nine ground-breaking and provocative chapters. The book includes contributions from around the world inﬂuenced by critical theory, feminism, social
justice, political theory, media studies, environmental justice, food justice, disability studies, and Black liberation. By promoting total liberation and liberatory politics, these essays challenge the reader to
think about new approaches to justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion. The contributors examine and disrupt many of the exclusionary assumptions and behaviors by those working toward justice and
liberation, encouraging the reader to reﬂect on their own thoughts and actions.

Food Justice in US and Global Contexts
Bringing Theory and Practice Together
Springer This book oﬀers fresh perspectives on issues of food justice. The chapters emerged from a series of annual workshops on food justice held at Michigan State University between 2013 and 2015,
which brought together a wide variety of interested people to learn from and work with each other. Food justice can be studied from such diverse perspectives as philosophy, anthropology, economics,
gender and sexuality studies, geography, history, literary criticism, philosophy and sociology as well as the human dimensions of agricultural and environmental sciences. As such, interdisciplinary
workshops are a much-needed vehicle to improve our understanding of the subject, which is at the center of a vibrant and growing discourse not only among academics from a wide range of disciplines
but also among policy makers and community activists. The book includes their perspectives, oﬀering a wide range of approaches to and conceptions of food justice in a variety of contexts. This invaluable
work requires readers to cross boundaries and be open to new ideas based on diﬀerent assumptions.

Injury and Injustice
The Cultural Politics of Harm and Redress
Cambridge University Press This book addresses some of the most diﬃcult and important debates over injury and law now taking place in societies around the world. The essays tackle the inescapable
experience of injury and its implications for social inequality in diﬀerent cultural settings. Topics include the tension between physical and reputational injuries, the construction of human injuries versus
injuries to non-human life, virtual injuries, the normalization and inﬂiction of injuries on vulnerable victims, the question of reparations for slavery, and the paradoxical degradation of victims through legal
actions meant to compensate them for their disabilities. Authors include social theorists, social scientists and legal scholars, and the subject matter extends to the Middle East and Asia, as well as North
America.

The Animal Claim
Sensibility and the Creaturely Voice
University of Chicago Press During the eighteenth century, some of the most popular British poetry showed a responsiveness to animals that anticipated the later language of animal rights. Such
poems were widely cited in later years by legislators advocating animal welfare laws like Martin’s Act of 1822, which provided protections for livestock. In The Animal Claim, Tobias Menely links this poetics
of sensibility with Enlightenment political philosophy, the rise of the humanitarian public, and the fate of sentimentality, as well as longstanding theoretical questions about voice as a medium of
communication. In the Restoration and eighteenth century, philosophers emphasized the role of sympathy in collective life and began regarding the passionate expression humans share with animals,
rather than the spoken or written word, as the elemental medium of community. Menely shows how poetry came to represent this creaturely voice and, by virtue of this advocacy, facilitated the
development of a viable discourse of animal rights in the emerging public sphere. Placing sensibility in dialogue with classical and early-modern antecedents as well as contemporary animal studies, The
Animal Claim uncovers crucial connections between eighteenth-century poetry; theories of communication; and post-absolutist, rights-based politics.

The Political Animal
Biology, Ethics and Politics
Routledge People, as Aristotle said, are political animals. Mainstream political philosophy, however, has largely neglected humankind's animal nature as beings who are naturally equipped, and inclined,
to reason and work together, create social bonds and care for their young. Stephen Clark, grounded in biological analysis and traditional ethics, probes into areas ignored in mainstream political theory and
argues for the signiﬁcance of social bonds which bypass or transcend state authority. Understanding the ties that bind us reveals how enormously capable we are in achieving civil order as a species.
Stephen Clark advocates that a properly informed political philosophy must take into account the role of women, children, animals, minorities and the domestic virtues at large. Living and comnducting our
political lives like the animals we are is a more congenial prospect than is usually supposed.

Exploring Environmental Ethics
An Introduction
Springer This book is designed as a basic text for courses that are part of an interdisciplinary program in environmental studies. The intended reader is anyone who expects environmental stewardship to
be an important part of his or her life, as a citizen, a policy maker, or an environmental management professional. In addition to discussing major issues in environmental ethics, it invites readers to think
about how an ethicist's perspective diﬀers from the perspectives encountered in other environmental studies courses. Additional topics covered include corporate social responsibility, ecological
citizenship, property theory, and the concept of stewardship as a vocation.

The Political Theory of Animal Rights
Manchester University Press Looking at the impact on political thinking caused by the idea that animals are morally important beings, this text suggests that liberalism, despite having weaknesses, is
the most appropriate ideological position for the protection of animal interests.

Liberal Hearts and Conservative Brains
The Correlation Between Age and Political Philosophy
Ron Lipsman "Talk radio hosts seem to believe conservatives are from Mars and liberals are from Venus-two diﬀerent species, in other words. Ron Lipsman's new book uses a mix of rational analysis and
personal history to suggest there may be deeper psychological laws at work here that help shape our worldviews. He's on to something " -Elias Crim, Publishing Consultant. Professor Lipsman argues for a
correlation between age and political philosophy, which asserts that young people tend to gravitate toward liberalism while older people are usually more comfortable with conservatism; and that,
additionally, among the people who change their political preference over time, more go from liberal to conservative than vice versa; and ﬁnally, he assesses the strengths of these trends; examines the
most interesting counter-examples to these trends--namely, premature conservatives and aging liberals-and explains what motivates them; presents a history of the liberal/conservative divide in America
and then augments it with an assessment of its current status as well as a prediction of its future; "An insightful and witty examination of the values and beliefs that divide liberals and conservatives in
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America today. A penetrating look at the concept of the 'aging liberal', especially as it pertains to the Jewish and academic communities." -Bruce Bartlett, nationally syndicated columnist

Epistemic Liberalism
A Defence
Routledge In the wake of what has come to be called the ‘cultural turn’, it is often asked how the state should respond to the diﬀerent and sometimes conﬂicting justice claims made by its citizens and
what, ultimately, is the purpose of justice in culturally diverse societies. Building upon the work of a diversity of theorists, this book demonstrates that there is a distinct ‘epistemic’ tradition of liberalism
that can be used to critique contemporary responses to cultural diversity and their underlying principles of justice. It critically examines multicultural, nationalist and liberal egalitarian approaches and
argues that an epistemic account of liberalism, that emphasises social complexity rather than cultural diversity or homogeneity, is the most appropriate response to the question of justice in modern
culturally diverse societies. Epistemic Liberalism will be of interest to students and scholars of contemporary political theory and philosophy, liberal political theory and the politics of culture and identity.

The Rights of the Defenseless
Protecting Animals and Children in Gilded Age America
University of Chicago Press In 1877, the American Humane Society was formed as the national organization for animal and child protection. Thirty years later, there were 354 anticruelty organizations
chartered in the United States, nearly 200 of which were similarly invested in the welfare of both humans and animals. In The Rights of the Defenseless, Susan J. Pearson seeks to understand the
institutional, cultural, legal, and political signiﬁcance of the perceived bond between these two kinds of helpless creatures, and the attempts made to protect them. Unlike many of today’s humane
organizations, those Pearson follows were delegated police powers to make arrests and bring cases of cruelty to animals and children before local magistrates. Those whom they prosecuted were subject
to ﬁnes, jail time, and the removal of either animal or child from their possession. Pearson explores the limits of and motivation behind this power and argues that while these reformers claimed nothing
more than sympathy with the helpless and a desire to protect their rights, they turned “cruelty” into a social problem, stretched government resources, and expanded the state through private
associations. The ﬁrst book to explore these dual organizations and their storied history, The Rights of the Defenseless will appeal broadly to reform-minded historians and social theorists alike.

Science, Gender and the Exploitation of Animals in Britain Since 1945
Routledge This book oﬀers an historical analysis of the culture of animal-dependent science in Britain from 1945 to the present, exploring key areas of animal experimentation such as warfare, medical
science and law from a gendered perspective. Questioning the nature of knowledge production in this area, and how animal experimentation intersects with broader cultural norms and values concerning
sex, and gender, it examines the impact of contemporary forms of capitalism on animal dependent science, its historical trajectory and gendered conﬁguration. With close attention to the broad social
context from the creation of the Welfare State and the loss of Empire, to the emergence of neoliberalism in the 1980s and its present day omnipotent manifestation, the author asks how animal
experimentation and the use of nonhuman animals in speciﬁc areas of science is gendered and has implications for women. Drawing on a variety of sociological, philosophical, feminist and historical
theories and engaging with a wealth of primary and secondary materials of scientiﬁc research of the time, Science, Gender and the Exploitation of Animals in Britain Since 1945 contends that there is a
persistent, gendered ideology of animal use which remains inscribed within the policies of the British neoliberal state. As such, it will appeal to scholars of sociology, history and philosophy with interests in
gender and the treatment of nonhuman animals.

Animals as Legal Beings
Contesting Anthropocentric Legal Orders
"In Animals as Legal Beings, Maneesha Deckha critically examines how Canadian law and, by extension, other legal orders around the world, participate in the social construction of the human-animal
divide and the abject rendering of animals as property. Through a rigorous but cogent analysis, Deckha calls for replacing the exploitative property classiﬁcation for animals with a new transformative legal
status or subjectivity called "beingness." In developing a new legal subjectivity for animals, one oriented toward respecting animals for who they are rather than their proximity to idealized versions of
humanness, Animals as Legal Beings seeks to bring critical animal theorizations and animal law closer together. Throughout, Deckha draws upon the feminist animal care tradition, as well as feminist
theories of embodiment and relationality, postcolonial theory, and critical animal studies. Her argument is critical of the liberal legal view of animals and directed at a legal subjectivity for animals attentive
to their embodied vulnerability, and desirous of an animal-friendly cultural shift in the core foundations of anthropocentric legal systems. Theoretically informed yet accessibly presented, Animals as Legal
Beings makes a signiﬁcant contribution to an array of interdisciplinary debates and is an innovative and astute argument for a meaningful more-than-human turn in law and policy."--

The Rights of the Defenseless
Protecting Animals and Children in Gilded Age America
University of Chicago Press In 1877, the American Humane Society was formed as the national organization for animal and child protection. Thirty years later, there were 354 anticruelty organizations
chartered in the United States, nearly 200 of which were similarly invested in the welfare of both humans and animals. In The Rights of the Defenseless, Susan J. Pearson seeks to understand the
institutional, cultural, legal, and political signiﬁcance of the perceived bond between these two kinds of helpless creatures, and the attempts made to protect them. Unlike many of today’s humane
organizations, those Pearson follows were delegated police powers to make arrests and bring cases of cruelty to animals and children before local magistrates. Those whom they prosecuted were subject
to ﬁnes, jail time, and the removal of either animal or child from their possession. Pearson explores the limits of and motivation behind this power and argues that while these reformers claimed nothing
more than sympathy with the helpless and a desire to protect their rights, they turned “cruelty” into a social problem, stretched government resources, and expanded the state through private
associations. The ﬁrst book to explore these dual organizations and their storied history, The Rights of the Defenseless will appeal broadly to reform-minded historians and social theorists alike.

Moral Controversies in American Politics
M.E. Sharpe This popular book impartially examines eight hotly-contested current political issues in which one or or both sides seeks to use government authority to enforce certain norms of behavior--in
chapters that are

Critical Animal Geographies
Politics, Intersections and Hierarchies in a Multispecies World
Routledge Critical Animal Geographies provides new geographical perspectives on critical animal studies, exploring the spatial, political, and ethical dimensions of animals’ lived experience and humananimal encounter. It works toward a more radical politics and theory directed at the shifting boundary between human and animal. Chapters draw together feminist, political-economic, post-humanist,
anarchist, post-colonial, and critical race literatures with original case studies in order to see how eﬀorts by some humans to control and order life – human and not – violate, constrain, and impinge upon
others. Central to all chapters is a commitment to grappling with the stakes – violence, death, life, autonomy – of human-animal encounters. Equally, the work in the collection addresses head-on the
dominant forces shaping and dependent on these encounters: capitalism, racism, colonialism, and so on. In doing so, the book pushes readers to confront how human-animal relations are mixed up with
overlapping axes of power and exploitation, including gender, race, class, and species.

The Animal Rights Debate
Abolition Or Regulation?
Columbia University Press "The Animal Rights Debate presents the views of two preeminent thinkers working on a key debate in the study of the moral status of animalsùnamely, do animals deserve to
be treated well while we use them to satisfy our needs and desires, or do animals deserve not to be used to satisfy human desires at all? This is a subject of extremely heated debate in animal studies and
society at large, and Gary L. Francione and Robert Garner address it as no others can."ùGary Steiner, Bucknell University Gary L. Francione is a law professor and leading philosopher of animal rights
theory. Robert Garner is a political theorist specializing in the philosophy and politics of animal protection. Francione maintains that we have no moral justiﬁcation for using nonhumans and argues that
because animals are propertyùor economic commoditiesùlaws or industry practices requiring "humane" treatment will, as a general matter, fail to provide any meaningful level of protection. Garner favors
a version of animal rights that focuses on eliminating animal suﬀering and adopts a protectionist approach, maintaining that although the traditional animal-welfare ethic is philosophically ﬂawed, it can
contribute strategically to the achievement of animal rights ends. As they spar, Francione and Garner deconstruct the animal protection movement in the United States, the United Kingdom, Europe, and
elsewhere, discussing the practices of such organizations as PETA, which joins with McDonald's and other animal users to "improve" the slaughter of animals. They also examine American and European
laws and campaigns from both the rights and welfare perspectives, identifying weaknesses and strengths that give shape to future legislation and action. "Francione and Garner challenge each other, and
their readers, to reevaluate our relations with the nonhuman. Should we seek merely to reform our present practices in farms, laboratories, zoos, and households, or should we give them up entirely? The
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authors debate practical and theoretical issues clearly, honestly, courteously, and with all appropriate passion. Neither persuades the other, but both together must persuade many that change is
needed."ùStephen Clark associate editor, British Journal for the History of Philosophy "Francione's and Garner's positions correspond approximately with the dominant ethics underlying the American
political campaigns and the British/European ones, respectively, raising the unresolved question as to which has proved the most eﬀective. In the end, they skillfully ﬁll in some of the gaps between areas
of speciesism ethics, on the one hand, and law and politics, on the other."ùRichard Ryder author of Speciesism and Painism: A Morality for the Twenty-ﬁrst Century

Encyclopedia of Politics
The Left and the Right
SAGE Publications Although the distinction between the politics of the left and the right is commonly assumed in the media and in treatments of political science and history, the terms are used so
loosely that the student and the general reader are often confused: What exactly are the terms left and right supposed to imply? This two-volume Encyclopedia of Politics: The Left and the Right contains
over 450 articles on individuals, movements, political parties, and ideological principles, with those usually thought of as left in the left-hand volume (Volume 1), and those considered on the right in the
right-hand volume (Volume 2).

Feline Behaviour and Welfare
CABI Cats are the world's most popular domestic pet, as well as being wild animals. This comprehensive book on feline behaviour explores both the familiar domesticated animal and wild relatives such as
the leopard, tiger and lynx to examine the Felidae family as a whole, allowing for fascinating comparisons between wild and domestic species and explanations of behaviour in pet cats with evolutionary
origins. Fraser's work helps increase readers' understanding of cat behaviour - why they behave as they do, for what purpose and why. The focus is on identifying normal behaviour from the cat's perspect.

The Conservation Constitution
The Conservation Movement and Constitutional Change, 1870-1930
Environment and Society This book explores how the Progressive-Era conservation movement shaped constitutional doctrine. Speciﬁcally, it explains how courts and lawyers worked, from 1870 to 1930,
to expand government authority to manage wildlife, forest and water resources, and pollution. In doing so, it illuminates the roots of contemporary constitutional conﬂict over environmental policy.

Animal Rights
The Changing Debate
Springer This book, written by leading academics and activists, examines the development of animal rights over the past two decades and asks where the issue goes from here. The contributions cover
animal rights philosophy, strategies of the animal rights movement, the treatment of animals in speciﬁc contexts and the political arena within which animal advocates must operate. The unifying theme is
provided by an emerging debate about the future direction of the animal protection movement, and, in particular, about the utility of using rights language as a means of achieving further progress.

Criminalizing Sex
A Uniﬁed Liberal Theory
Oxford University Press, USA "Starting in the latter part of the 20th century, the law of sexual oﬀenses, especially in the West, began to reﬂect a striking divergence. On the one hand, the law became
signiﬁcantly more punitive in its approach to sexual conduct that is nonconsensual or unwanted, as evidenced by a major expansion in the deﬁnition of rape and sexual assault, and the creation of new
oﬀenses like sex traﬃcking, child grooming, revenge porn, and female genital mutilation. On the other hand, it became markedly more permissive in how it dealt with conduct that is consensual, a trend
that can be seen, for example, in the legalization or decriminalization of sodomy, adultery, and adult pornography. This book explores the conceptual and normative implications of this divergence. In
doing so, it assumes that the proper role of the criminal law in a liberal state is to protect individuals in their right not to be subjected to sexual contact against their will, while also safeguarding their right
to engage in (private consensual) sexual conduct in which they do wish to participate. Although consistent in the abstract, these dual aims frequently come into conﬂict in practice. The book develops a
framework for harmonization in the context of a wide range of nonconsensual, consensual, and aconsensual sexual oﬀenses (hence, the "uniﬁed" nature of the theory) -- including rape-as-unconsented-tosex, rape-by-deceit, rape-by-coercion, rape of a person who lacks capacity to consent, statutory rape, abuse of position, sexual harassment, voyeurism, indecent exposure, incest, sadomasochistic assault,
prostitution, bestiality, and necrophilia"--
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